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Book Summary
Jacob Michaels, computer network security-tester extraordinaire, tries to settle into a quiet life of
work to polish his technology skills after the death of his mother.
Cyber-criminals are hunting for new victims when they target the brilliant programmer to try to
seduce into joining their cause. More people are hunting him than just the Russian cyber kingpin.
As Jacob sets off to find those who target him, he discovers other technologists’ views which puts
him in direct contact with previously unknown global experts.
Buzz, when looking for the easy way inadvertently crosses the line to the dark side then begs his
best friend Jacob for help. Jacob, brilliant as he is, may lack enough experience to win this on his
own. Of course, having your identity erased makes helping anybody else secondary to your
problems.
Jacob battles against global cyber masterminds using his knowledge of programming, identity theft,
and hacking, but learns more about security and encryption when he connects with the distractingly
beautiful encryptionist, Petra. Jacob’s challenge is how to keep ahead of the criminals and identify
who to trust.
In their debut TechnoThriller, The Enigma Factor, award-winning authors Breakfield and Burkey
weave a complex tale of danger, intrigue, and international cyber combat. They use a relevant
technology foundation, then layer on travel, romance, humor and mystery
Like rust, the cat and mouse game of the new cyber warfare age never sleeps.
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Book Summary
The disappearance of a wealthy Brazilian industrialist’s daughter, Lara, causes Thiago to hire the
world's most elite information-gathering unit, the R-Group, to quietly locate and return her.
Is the heiress in trouble and gone forever or merely hiding in plain sight to escape her destiny?
While vacationing in Mexico, Petra and Jacob, R-Group operatives, cross paths with “Bad Boys”,
Carlos and Juan, who are cloaking their drug lord moving business from satellite surveillance. These
so-called entrepreneurs force even the most generous observer to question the legality of their
business model.
If Carlos and Juan are identified, can they stop running outside the law long enough to do the right
thing?
The R-Group operating from South America, Mexico, and Switzerland are assembling the pieces of
these puzzles while avoiding international consequences. Will they discover the culprits?
The award winning Breakfield and Burkey story draws you into a TechnoThriller that focuses on
overcoming opportunistic cyber-crime in the high-stakes world of information brokering in today’s
21st century.
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Book Summary
Texas university professor, Su Lin, quietly works in her animal husbandry field of study. Creative
unconventional communication techniques place her in the crosshairs of multiple interested parties.
The professor’s applied research of nanotechnology coupled with hybrid programming methods has
garnered some unforeseen danger. What does research into improving animal husbandry to boost
global food supplies have in common with next generation high-tech military communications? Great
ideas are often adapted in different ways from the original intent.
The race is on to gain military dominance on the battlefield. Global leaders demand the latest
technology improvements to optimize their soldier’s performance in combat. Solution Architects are
pulling out all the stops to utilize nanotechnology, dynamic programming algorithms, and drones for
high-end in-field communications. However, some guerrilla radicals are inserting themselves as
middleman, and injecting chaos.
Keith Austin Avery, a U.S. defense department contractor, uncovers new technology and leadingedge applications that draws the attention of a powerful terrorist group, with traumatic
consequences. Can he be forced to reveal the key confidential military plans, or is all this information
already on the Dark Net?
The R-Group, led by Petra and Jacob, are engaged to locate these extremists and identify
government corruption before more people die. Technology programs they uncover also exposes a
dire race against time to save lives.
Award winning authors, Breakfield and Burkey, deliver a solid espionage thriller that incorporates a
satisfying balance of technology, tension, surprisingly sensitive romance, and the blurred lines that
surround the age-old conflict between good and evil in the middle of the 21st century cyber playing
field.
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Book Summary
Random events at a Brazilian hydroelectric plant, Irish financial institution, and Texas winery seem
connected by an insidious virus hack which attacks system vulnerabilities then vanishes without a
trace. Are these all a glimpse of the new viral danger of the Ghost Code designed for devastation on
a personal and industrial level?
A new mysterious pair of cyber pirates, known only as Mephisto and Callisto, seems to be behind
the plot to deliver these destructive payloads for computer domination. While their agenda appears
to be just blackmail for financial gain, their true goals might be far more menacing and capricious in
nature.
In an intriguing game of digital cat and mouse with assassins from the Dark Net, the R-Group's
technology experts Jacob, Petra, and Quip find themselves pitted against their most nefarious
enemies to date. Stretching their considerable talents to the max, they struggle to track down the
source of the Ghost Code and craft a solution that will secure global technology infrastructure.
The award-winning authors, Breakfield and Burkey, serve up yet another captivating techno-thriller
4th novel, The Enigma Wraith, as their blend of real technology laced with travel, romance, and
humor to succeed against the looming catastrophe.
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Book Summary
A brilliant mathematician and spoiled rich girl, Gretchen, is focused on harnessing Big Data and
computing power to control the world stock markets not only to optimize her family’s wealth but also
to control the future.
As a descendent of the Nazi Werewolf Clan, is Gretchen being maneuvered into leveraging
unlimited computer power along with the ethical nihilism to manipulate lives, or just stretching her
genius?
Is Gretchen working alone or is she adding additional computing sources from the Dark Net?
The R-Group, a high-level information gathering and security team, composed of Quip, Otto, Jacob,
and Petra along with Julie and Juan’s fledgling group of Cyber Assassin Technology Services teams
are trying to isolate the source of the massive computing power required.
Could these cyber schemers be as good at analyzing the information as the R-Group themselves?
Are people unwittingly feeding an ever-growing tsunami of information into increasingly sophisticated
computer systems? This begs the question: who controls whom?
Breakfield and Burkey shared their 5th book, The Enigma Stolen, from their award-winning series
focused on the relevant world of Big Data and analytics. This one will make you ask who, are the
winners when humans are herded to a machine's targeted end point?
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Book Summary
Dr. Xavier Pekoni, a rich evil scientist, is working on his underground Fountain of Youth project.
Using nanotechnology and DNA mapping he is desperately close to extending life ten-fold, which
has driven him to extreme research methods.
The R-Group is called in by government agencies to locate Pekoni, verify his unethical practices,
and stop him at all costs.
Jacob distancing himself from the R-Group due to personal demons, becomes unwittingly entangled
with Zara, the villainous femme fatale leader of the Dteam.
Will he provide the missing coding sequences for the Dteam to capture personal data from health
records all over the world?
EZ and Quip, supported by the CATS team are thrust into the forefront of the cyber battle. The feisty
redhead, EZ, leads the team along with ICABOD against an evil force seeking to harness his
supercomputer technology to further drive Pekoni’s agenda.
Will the diminished resources of the R-Group fail to penetrate Pekoni’s laboratory and shut it down?
What will happen to the team if that occurs?
Award-winning authors of The Enigma Series, Breakfield and Burkey, take readers on an
accelerated adventure with old and new characters to tell the tale of human DNA changes gone
wrong in Book 6, The Enigma Always.
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Book Summary
Julie and Juan's cyber assassin technology services team are immersed in these outrageous cybercrime events occurring at multiple locations around the world. The CATS team is the next generation
of hunters in the find and fix contest of cyber warfare, unlike any seen to date.
How does anyone find the culprits holding international cities, big businesses, air traffic, and even
emergency systems hostage to terrifying digital ransom demands?
Has today's technology advanced to the point that the line between the real and cyber worlds has
vanished? With Supercomputers, the adage 'bigger toys for bigger boys' takes on a whole new
definition. These Gamers may be after far more than just points.
George, Ty, Ernesto, Mercedes, Summit, Brayson, and even Juan—travel to and investigate their
respective assignments where they find they are undermined by organization’s leadership unwilling
to listen to reason, playing the part of a willing victim.
Cyber bad guys always think they can’t be caught or stopped. Julie and Juan’s talented, tenacious
team of professionals are committed to finding and punishing evil achievers in every corner of the
real and virtual worlds.
Award-winning authors, Breakfield and Burkey, take their fans into this grittier story in Book 7, The
Enigma Gamers. You may find yourself trying to rewrite the ending to match how you see the world,
or how it should be.
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Book Summary
Inexplicable drops in world commodities markets are destabilizing nations to the point of economic
collapse. A conspicuous increase in production numbers for primary oil producing companies results
in a call for help from governments and a large oil distributor, ePetro.
The R-Group, Jacob and Petra, are quietly engaged by ePetro amid fears that further drops in
commodity values could devastate multiple economies of first world countries.
Could the problem be a result of hacking by an unidentified dark matter organization?
The unidentified cyber terror organization is fierce and lethal when it comes to protecting itself and
its plans made to take control of global commodity markets. The lieutenants of this agenda are quick
to execute orders without question. Failure does not get a second chance with these enforcers.
Has this insidious cyber evil from the dark net become a challenge the R-Group simply cannot
defeat?
The layers of conspiracy by the cruel dark matter organization supplies suspense and intrigue to the
very end.
The Enigma Broker, the 8th book in The Enigma Series by the award-winning authors Breakfield and
Burkey takes readers on a dangerous trek from the affluence of London to the extreme poverty of
Argentina, the train yards of Fort Worth Texas, and places in between.
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Book Summary
Mike and Marge control ePetro, an oil shipping business with offices in London and New York, but
they don't have the same business goals in mind. Marge intends to sell the North Koreans uranium
in addition to oil obtained illegally from the government sanctioned Middle East. But Mike may have
other plans, mainly, keeping the profits of these sales for himself.
Then there is the shadowy Steven Christopher, who oversees the information runners who are
charged with staying off the grid, is working several angles behind the scenes. Steven is the only
one trusted by both Marge and Mike, but why?
Do the vast amounts of information and technology available hold humans’ hostage? Do analog
communications sidestep your vulnerability in a digital world?
As Juan and Julie Rodríguez send their operatives, Ernesto, Tyler, Summit, Mercedes, Brayson, and
George out across the globe to track down these foot soldiers also known as Analog Information
Mules, they'll discover the horrible potential treats, and learn about each other along the way.
Julie heads to London to fill the gap undercover inside ePetro, when she finds herself in the center of
all the trouble. When Julie disappears, Juan drops everything to find her.
Even with all their information gathering sources and machinery, the R-Group fears she is lost.
Award winning authors, Breakfield and Burkey, take readers on a new techno thriller adventure with
their 9th book in The Enigma Series. The Enigma Dragon is chilling journey across four continents,
and twelve cities that uncovers terrifying possibilities of what is to become of our world if the CATS
team cannot defeat our enemies.
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Book Summary
The world is almost ready for fiat currency to be replaced by a superior digital currency. The trouble
is, which one and who will own it?
The R-Group is back and trying to guide the players to a safe destination in the complex world of
cryptocurrency. The Global Bank has tasked Tonya to find and hire a cryptologist to create a new
global cryptocurrency.
The cynical hack-and-slash cryptocurrency swindlers, Matthias and Dutch, are jumping from country
to country, trying to peddle their new cryptocurrency as a savior for economically flailing countries.
Next on their hit list is Venezuela, where the failing economy is desperate for a solution. Watch these
new friends do their coupon-clipping straight out of your digital wallet.
One of the early cryptocurrency pioneers, Su Lin, is threatened by a dark figure from her past at the
farm in Georgia. The evil henchman has his orders to bring her and her early prototype of digital
currency back to China. Formerly Master Po the Chinese Cyber Warfare College founder, Su Lin is
forced to help those in power to jumpstart their race to the top of the cryptocurrency market. She
plays her role well to the point you will wonder which side she is on.
Jacob, Petra, and Quip keep tabs on the opportunistic cryptocurrency swindlers as well as other
digital currency players. The cryptocurrency battles have the cyber good guys engaged in cyber
skirmishes with bad actors from the Dark Net traveling from Atlanta, Paris, Venezuela, and finally to
China. Can they maintain economic balance across the world in lock step with the cryptocurrency
wars of the 21st century?
The Enigma Source, the tenth book within the award-winning Enigma Series, authors Breakfield and
Burkey explore the future of world commerce, cryptocurrency, and the complications that arise from
creating an all-digital monetary system. In the digital currency gold rush of the 21st century, is there
anyone looking out for the average man?
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Book Summary
2020 NYC Big Book Award Distinguished Favorite - Best Audiobook
What happens when technology outruns our humanity? Humans continue to give their decision
making over to Artificial Intelligence. Or, was it simply confiscated? Computers are delivering
manufactured choices to each person via their ever-pervasive personal devices. The seduction of
mankind is eminent unless our champions can stop them.
The R-Group, with their own next generation youth, are poised to take on one of their most complex
adversaries, supercomputers run by greedy powerful technological geniuses. The training for the
new members of the R-Group is live, in the form of a real-world cyber assault crisis. ICABOD, RGroup's supercomputer, is their best weapon for this battle.
With corporate self-discipline gone and the power of U.S. Congressional oversight crippled, the
dominance of the technical oligopolies has risen to dictate their terms.
MAG, the consortium of global technology predators, have come together to bring their insidious
plans to fruition using humans’ desire for the easy and effortless lifestyles, even as it steals their
freedoms. For groups caught in the cyber crosshairs, time has already run out. The social media
noise blinds humanity to what is happening. MAG uses it to seize control of politics, healthcare,
finances, and defense systems.
Award winning authors Breakfield and Burkey take readers, in their 11th book in The Enigma Series,
on a one way trip to keeping or giving up their most precious human quality, the freedom to choose.
No one saw it coming when they built computers to ease their work. Where are the guardrails to
protect humans from giving up too much? Can humanity take back control?
You determine who wins in the AI Wars.
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Book Summary
ICABOD is destroyed and key members of the R-Group are declared renegades, with Quip thrown in
jail. In the new digital world, there is no tolerance for privately owned supercomputers. Globally,
computers are hunted and destroyed for the greater good, by the new cyber police CESPOOL. The
information this group receives is manipulated by subversive hidden machine learning devices, the
MAG running on the dark net.
Judith and Xiamara are freebooters who steal machine time for their PaaS, porn as a service
business. The machine they chose for delivery is the last untapped supercomputer not in the hands
of a sovereign. Their activity is spotted by the MAG, but the renegade R-Group steps in to alter the
outcome. Leroy teams up with Zara to help these opportunists escape prosecution. They are drafted
as reluctant participants in the fight.
Jacob and Quip are trapped in the Chihuahuan Desert trying to reconstruct the base of ICABOD’s
logic core. The stress of their isolation is taking a toll. Their wives and children are safe in Brazil for
the time being, but Interpol is prowling for answers.
The R-Group has assembled a way to communicate with orphaned satellites. While the next RGroup plans the ultimate honey pot to trap their nemesis who is driving their corrupted agenda. The
odds are against R-Group’s success, but they have creative surprises on their side.
Gracie, working for World Bank, has inroads to CESPOOL via Tanja who has questionable loyalty.
Gracie finds possible love in a lawyer, Jeff Woods, who has expertise needed to trap the owners of
MAG.
Using deep fakes, can Quip to escape purgatory and restart life with EZ and their children? But
where?
The stakes have never been higher. The R-Group young and old must rise to defeat the MAG.

